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Abstract� In the last few years there has been a great amount of inter�
est in Random Constraint Satisfaction Problems� both from an experi�
mental and a theoretical point of view	 Quite intriguingly� experimental
results with various models for generating random CSP instances sug�
gest that the probability of such problems having a solution exhibits
a 
threshold�like� behavior	 In this spirit� some preliminary theoretical
work has been done in analyzing these models asymptotically� i	e	� as
the number of variables grows	 In this paper we prove that� contrary to
beliefs based on experimental evidence� the models commonly used for
generating random CSP instances do not have an asymptotic threshold	
In particular� we prove that asymptotically almost all instances they
generate are overconstrained� su�ering from trivial� local inconsistencies	
To complement this result we present an alternative� single�parameter
model for generating random CSP instances and prove that� unlike cur�
rent models� it exhibits non�trivial asymptotic behavior	 Moreover� for
this new model we derive explicit bounds for the narrow region within
which the probability of having a solution changes dramatically	

� Introduction

A constraint network comprises n variables� with their respective domains� and
a set of constraint relations each binding a subset of the variables �for a def�
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inition see Section ��� Given a constraint network� the Constraint Satisfaction
Problem �CSP� is that of determining the n�tuples of value assignments that
are compatible with all the constraints� CSP is a fundamental problem in Ar�
ti�cial Intelligence� with numerous applications ranging from scene labeling to
scheduling and knowledge representation �	�� �
� ����

Following the seminal work of Cheeseman� Kanefsky and Taylor �	�� there
has been a growing interest in the study of the relation between the parameters
that de�ne an instance of CSP �i�e�� number of variables� domain size� tightness
of constraints etc�� and� �i� the likelihood that the instance has a solution� �ii�
the di�culty with which such a solution can be found� An extensive account
of relevant results� both experimental and theoretical� appears in ���� Perhaps
the most commonly used practice for conducting experiments with CSP is to
generate a large set of random instances� all with the same de�ning parameters�
and then to decide for each instance in the set whether a solution exists �using
heuristic methods since� in general� CSP is NP�complete�� The proportion of
instances that have a solution is used as an indication of the �likelihood�� while
the median time taken� per instance� captures a notion of �hardness��

Research in this direction originated from research on random instances of
�speci�c� CSP problems such as SAT and graph colorability �see �	��� Espe�
cially� for random instances of SAT� Mitchell� Selman and Levesque ������ pointed
out that some distributions that are commonly used in such experiments are un�
interesting since they generate formulas that are almost always very easy to
satisfy� On the other hand� they reported that the distribution where each for�
mula has precisely k literals per clause� i�e�� where it is an instance of k�SAT�
can generate some very hard formulas for k � �� In particular� they reported
that for k � � the following remarkable behavior is observed in experiments�
let r denote the ratio of clauses to variables� For r � � almost all formulas are
satis�able and a satisfying truth assignment is easy to �nd� For r � ��� almost
all formulas are unsatis�able� A ����solvability� point seems to appear around
���� the same point where the computational complexity of �nding a satisfying
truth assignment is maximized� Further experimental results� as well as connec�
tions of this threshold behavior to phase transition phenomena in physics are
described in �����

The experimental results have motivated a theoretical interest in understand�
ing the asymptotic behavior of random k�SAT formulas� In the following� we give
a brief summary of the strongest known such results� We will say that a sequence
of events En occurs �almost certainly� if Pr�En� tends to 	 as n��� For k � ��
a sharp threshold was proved in �		� 	��� a random instance of ��SAT is almost
certainly satis�able if r � 	 and almost certainly unsatis�able if r � 	� For
k � �� there has been a series of results ��� �� 
� 	�� ��� 	
� ��� 	�� narrowing the
area for which we do not have almost certain �un�satis�ability� The best bounds
currently known come from �	
� where it was proven that a random instance of
��SAT is almost certainly satis�able if r � ���� and ���� where it was proven
that a random instance of ��SAT is almost certainly unsatis�able if r � �����
For general k� the best known lower bound for r is ���k�k� ��� 		� 	
� while �k is
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an easy upper bound and was improved by a constant factor in ���� by extending
the techniques used for ��SAT�

Recently� Friedgut �	�� made tremendous progress towards establishing the
existence of a threshold for k�SAT for all values of k� Let m denote the number
of clauses in a random k�SAT formula� Friedgut showed that for every k � ��
there exists a function rk�n� such that for m around rk�n�n the probability of
satis�ability drops suddenly from near 	 to near � While it is widely believed
that limn�� rk�n� exists� and thus equals rk� this has not been established yet�
moreover� it is important to note that Friedgut�s approach does not provide any
information regarding the value of rk � More recently� using Friedgut�s approach�
it was shown in �	� that an analogous situation exists for the probability that a
random graph on n vertices and m � rn edges is k�colorable�

For general CSP� there has been accumulating experimental evidence that
the parameters which de�ne the distribution of random instances have a critical
region� In particular� this is taken to be the region within which random instances
appear to be much �harder� to solve� that is to determine whether they have
any solution� On the other hand� random instances with de�ning parameters
outside this region� seem to either almost certainly have a solution or to almost
certainly not and� furthermore� �nding a solution when one exists appears to
be much easier� Finally� the �hard� region seems to narrow as the number of
variables increases� This experimental evidence has led to the suggestion �often
the claim� that a threshold phenomenon underlies Random CSP �	� �� �� �	�
��� ��� ���� A �rst step towards an asymptotic analysis of Random CSP was made
by Smith and Dyer in ��	�� who examined a well�established model for generating
random CSP with binary constraints� Model B described in Section ��	� along
with other models� Using the �rst moment method they derived a condition on
the de�ning parameters subject to which the probability that a random instance
has a solution tends to  as n��� They also studied the variance of the number
of solutions as a function of the de�ning parameters�

In this paper we show that as long as the number of permissible pairs of value
assignments in each constraint is any constant fraction of all possible pairs� then
as the number of variables increases� the probability that a solution exists tends
to � Obviously� this implies that a threshold phenomenon does not underlie
Random CSP generated using such models� since asymptotically almost all in�
stances generated will not have a solution� The threshold�like picture given by
experimental studies is misleading� In particular� the problems with de�ning pa�
rameters in what is currently perceived as the underconstrained region �because
a solution can be found fast� are in fact overconstrained for large n �obviously�
larger than the values used in experiments��

Roughly speaking� the reason for this de�ciency of the standard models of
general random CSP is the following� when in each constraint� every pair of value
assignments is forbidden randomly and with constant probability� each variable
has constant positive probability of being �bad�� That is� the variable cannot be
set to any of the values in its domain so as to satisfy all the constraints binding
it� even if all other variables are free to take any value� Clearly� a bad variable
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makes a CSP unsatis�able� albeit in a trivial� completely local manner� Asymp�
totically� this constant positive probability of �badness� for a �xed variable will
be shown to imply that almost certainly there exists at least one bad variable
and thus that the instance is almost certainly unsatis�able� It is worth noting
that this phenomenon does not occur in �speci�c� random CSP �such as SAT
or colorability�� where there is some structure� or even no randomness at all� in
the choice of the forbidden pairs of values for two constrained variables�

As a result� we conclude that new models for generating random CSP are
necessary before any asymptotic analysis can be performed� We make a �rst
step in this direction by proposing a simple� alternative model which has only
one parameter r� We provide a preliminary analysis of the model�s asymptotic
behavior which proves that the instances it generates do not have trivial local
inconsistencies� Moreover� we show how to almost certainly �nd a solution for
a random CSP instance if r is smaller than some upper bound and also we
give a counting argument showing that no solution exists if r is greater than
some di�erent bound� The analysis for the underconstrained region parallels the
analysis for random k�SAT in ���� while the counting argument is based on a
technique introduced in �����

� De�nitions and notation

A constraint network consists of a set of variables X�� � � � � Xn with respective
domains D�� � � � � Dn� and a set of constraints C� For � � k � n a constraint
Ri��i������ik � C is a subset of Di��Di� � � �Dik � where the i�� i�� � � � � ik are distinct�
We say that Ri��i������ik is of arity k and that it bounds the variablesXi� � � � � � Xik �
For a given constraint network� the Constraint Satisfaction Problem �CSP�� asks
for all the n�tuples �d�� � � � � dn� of values such that di � Di� i � 	� � � � � n� and for
every Ri��i������ik � C� �di� � di� � � � � � dik � �� Ri��i������ik � Such an n�tuple is called a
solution of the CSP� The decision version of the CSP is determining whether a
solution exists�

For an instance � of CSP with n variables� its constraint hypergraph G� has
n vertices v�� v�� � � � � vn� which correspond to the variables of � and it contains a
hyperedge fvi� � vi� � � � � � vikg i� there exists a constraint of arity k that bounds the
variables Xi� � Xi� � � � � � Xik � We will use the following convenient graph�theoretic
representation of a CSP instance � � The incompatibility hypergraph of � � C�

is an n�partite hypergraph� The ith part of C� corresponds to variable Xi of
� and it has exactly jDij vertices� one for each value in Di� In C� there exists
a hyperedge fvi� � vi� � � � � � vikg� i� the corresponding values di� � Di� � di� �
Di� � � � � � dik � Dik are in �not allowed by� some constraint that bounds the
corresponding variables� Often� for both the constraint and the incompatibility
hypergraph we will omit the superscript if it is clear from the context� Hence�
the decision version of CSP is equivalent to asking if there exists a set of vertices
in C containing exactly one vertex from each part while not �containing� any
hyperedge� i�e�� whether there exists an independent set with one vertex from
each part�
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��� Currently used models for random CSP

In generating random CSP instances it is common practice to make the sim�
plifying assumption that all the variable domains contain the same number of
values D � �� We will adhere to this convention as it simpli�es considerably the
technical manipulations in the paper� without having any signi�cant e�ect on
the conclusions�

We describe below the generation of random CSP instances with binary con�
straints� as this will be su�cient for our purposes while the generalization to
instances with constraints of higher arity is completely straightforward� Fixing
n and D� the generation of a random binary CSP instance is usually done in
two steps� First� the constraint graph G �recall that k � �� is constructed as a
random graph and then for each edge �constraint� in G a set of edges �incom�
patible pairs of values� is inserted in C �the incompatibility graph�� A general
framework for doing this is presented in ��� �	�� More precisely�

Step �� Either �i� each one of the
�
n
�

�
edges is selected to be in G independently

of all other edges with probability p�� or �ii� we uniformly select a random set of
edges of size p�

�
n
�

�
�

Step �� Either �i� for every edge of G each one of the D� edges in C is selected
with probability p�� or �ii� for every edge of G we uniformly select a random set
of edges in C of size p�D

��

The parameter p� determines how many constraints exist in a CSP instance
and it is called constraint density � whereas p� determines how restrictive the
constraints are and it is called constraint tightness �

Combining the options for the two steps� we get four slightly di�erent models
for generating random CSP which have received various names in the past liter�
ature� In particular� in the terminology used in ��	�� if both Step 	 and Step �
are done using the �rst option �the Gn�p fashion� in random graphs terminology�
then we get Model A� while if they are both done using the second option �the
Gn�m fashion� in random graphs terminology�� we get Model B�

It is not hard to see that for all four models above� if the �expected� num�
ber of constraints is cn� for some suitably large constant c� then the resulting
instances are almost certainly overconstrained� This follows from a straightfor�
ward application of the �rst moment method as there are Dn possible assign�
ments to the variables and each non�empty constraint is satis�ed with probabil�
ity at most �	� 	�D��� Hence� the expected number of solutions is bounded by
Dn�	� 	�D��f�n�� where f�n� is the number of non�empty constraints� As a re�
sult� for any p� �� � if p� � c�n� for large enough c � c�p�� D�� almost certainly
f�n� � �	 � ���n� where D�	 � 	�D��� � 	� Hence� for such c� the expected
number of solutions tends to  as n � � and� thus� so does the probability of
satis�ability�

In the next section we show that� in fact� for any p� � c�n all four models
generate instances that are trivially unsatis�able� On the other hand� if p� �

c�n��
�

q then almost certainly the largest component of the constraint graph
contains only q � 	 variables �see ���� p��� making for trivial CSP instances�
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� Shortcomings of currently used models

Let us say that a value d in the domain of some variable v is ��awed� if there
exists a constraint R in � � binding v� such that d is adjacent to �incompatible
with� all the values in the domain of the other variable in R� It is clear that
solutions of � cannot contain �awed values� since at least one constraint would
be violated� Moreover� if all the values in the domain of some variable v are
�awed� then v is a bad variable� and � is unsatis�able� since v cannot be set to
any of the values in its domain� even if all other variables are free to take any
value�

If d is a value in the domain of a variable bound by a constraint then� clearly�
the probability� pf � that d is �awed because of that particular constraint depends
only on p�� D� In particular� if Step � is done in fashion �i� then pf �  for any
p� �� � if Step � is done in fashion �ii� then pf �  for all p� � 	�D� as there are
D� potential incompatibility edges� We will prove below that if pf � � then� as
the number of variables grows� the random instances generated almost certainly
have no solution� As a result� we conclude that the currently used models for
random CSP are asymptotically uninteresting except� perhaps� for a small region
of their parameter space �when p� � 	�D and Step � is done in fashion �ii��� We
will discuss this last point further in the end of this section ��	�

To see why having pf �  implies almost certain insolubility� �rst note that
the choice of incompatible pairs in each constraint is completely independent
from the analogous changes in other constraints� Hence� since D is constant� if a
variable is bound by D or more constraints there is a strictly positive constant
probability that all the values in its domain become �awed� Now� since in a
random graph on n vertices �the constraint graph of an instance �� with ��n�
edges �constraints� there are unboundedly many �	�n�� vertices with degree a
given constant� the probability that at least one variable will contain only �awed
values gets� asymptotically� arbitrarily close to 	� We make this argument formal
below�

Consider the constraint graph G �of an instance ��� Recall� that the degree
of a vertex in G is the number of constraints by which the corresponding variable
is bound� If Step 	 is performed in fashion �i� then clearly� the degree of each
vertex obeys the binomial distribution with n�	 trials and probability of success
p� � c�n� Since the expected degree is bounded� it is well�known that as n��
the degree of a given vertex is distributed as a Poisson random variable with
mean c� In fact� something stronger is true� almost certainly� for each i � �
the number of vertices of degree i is Po�c� i� � n � o�n�� where Po�c� i� is the
probability that a Poisson distributed random variable with mean c takes the
value i� Moreover� this also holds if Step 	 is performed in fashion �ii�� �Proofs
for both cases can be found in ����� Hence� in the following we can assume that�
independently of how Step 	 is performed� there are 	�n� vertices of degree D�

Consider the following procedure� initialize S to contain all vertices of G that
have degree exactly D� While S is not empty� pick a variable �vertex� v from S
and �i� examine whether all values in its domain are �awed� �ii� remove from S
the vertex v and all vertices adjacent to it in G�
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Since initially S � 	�n� and in each step we remove no more than D � 	
variables from S� the above procedure will be repeated 	�n� times� Moreover�
each time we examine a variable v the outcome is independent of all previous
information �exposed� by the procedure� since none of the constraints that bind
v was examined in previous steps �otherwise� v would have already been removed
from S�� Finally� the probability that all values in the domain of v are �awed is
no less than the probability that each one of the D constraints binding v makes
a distinct value in its domain �awed� Since the choice of incompatible pairs in
each constraint is completely independent from the analogous changes in other
constraints� this probability is at least pDf � � Hence� the examination steps of
the above procedure form a sequence of Bernoulli trials of length 	�n� where
the probability of success in each trial is lower bounded by a positive constant
�i�e�� independent of n�� Thus� as n � �� the probability that there exists a
variable with all the values in its domain �awed tends to 	�

Note that if Step � is done in fashion �ii� we do not even need to consider

�awed values since each constraint has probability pD
�

� of forbidding all D� value�
combinations of the bound variables� Hence� in that context we could derive
asymptotic insolubility by simply noting that we have 	�n� trials� as many as
the constraints� each with constant probability of success�

Remark� As a summary of the arguments presented above� we expand below on
the role of the parameter p� in the appearance of the trivial local inconsistencies
we described �we will assume that the number of edges in the constraint graph
is� almost certainly� ��n���

If Step � is done in fashion �i� then p� is irrelevant since� as we showed
above� for any p� ��  the instances generated are almost certainly unsatis�able�
However� if Step � is done in fashion �ii� we could prove the appearance of
trivial inconsistencies �caused by �bad� variables�� only for p� � 	�D as only
then ��awed� values occur� In fact� Model B is known to generate problems that
do have a threshold behavior for certain p� � 	�D� One such example is random
��SAT� which corresponds to binary CSP instances generated using Model B�
with D � � and p� � 	��� As we mentioned in Section 	� it is well�known that
��SAT has a sharp threshold occurring around p� � ��n� for any � � � almost
all formulas with m � �	� ��n clauses are satis�able� while almost all formulas
with m � �	 � ��n clauses are unsatis�able� Moreover� Friedgut �	�� proved the
existence of sharp threshold behavior �albeit in a non�uniform sense� for random
k�SAT� for all k � �� i�e�� for Model B where D � � and p� � 	�D��

In fact� since the appearance of ���� Gent �	�� and� independently� Ke ����
have shown that for p� � 	�D� if Step � is performed in fashion �ii� then there
exists a range of p� � c�n in which the resulting instances do not su�er from
trivial asymptotic insolubility�

We believe that rather than focusing further on the region p� � 	�D� it is
perhaps more important� and certainly more practically relevant� to shift from
constraints that contain a random subset of p�D

� forbidden pairs of values� to
constraints where this subset has some structure� For example� consider CSP
where p� � 	�D and in each constraint between variables v� w� the i�th vertex






�value� in the domain of v is incompatible precisely with the i�th vertex in the
domain of w� Then� a random instance of such CSP encodes the problem of
coloring a random graph with p�

�
n
�

�
edges using D colors� This is an extremely

interesting problem asymptotically� exhibiting a sharp threshold behavior �	� and
appearing computationally di�cult around its threshold �	��

Suggesting and analyzing interesting models that lack trivial local inconsis�
tencies appears to be a very worthwhile goal� In what follows� we put forward
a model that is simple to state and analyze� as is the case with currently used
models� which indeed does not su�er from trivial local inconsistencies� We want
to point out that we view this model only as a �rst step� intended to indicate
the possibility of non�trivial asymptotic behavior for random CSP� and we hope
that developing more sophisticated� and perhaps more realistic� models will be
of interest to the CSP community� In particular� we feel that models which im�
pose structure in the choice of forbidden edges while maintaining amenability to
asymptotic analysis would be most welcome�

��� An alternative model for random CSP instances

In this model� for a random CSP instance � � it will be more intuitive to describe
directly how to generate C� �as opposed to the two�step procedure described in
Subsection ��	��

De�nition � �Model E�� C� is a random n�partite graph with D vertices in
each part constructed by uniformly� independently and with repetitions selecting
m � p

�
n
k

�
Dk hyperedges out of the

�
n
k

�
Dk possible ones� Also� let r � m�n

denote the ratio of the selected edges to the number of variables�

Whenever we want to mention explicitly the parameters of the model� we will
talk about �Model E�n�m�D� k��� We should mention that the constraints gen�
erated by Model E are similar to the nogoods used by Williams and Hogg �������
except that here repetitions of edges �i�e�� constraints� are allowed� simplifying
the analysis greatly�

For binary constraint networks �k � �� Model E� similarly to the currently
used models� is only interesting when the total number of constraints�m� is ��n��
In this case � the expected number of repeated edges is rather insigni�cant �O�	��
and allowing repetitions in the de�nition simpli�es the analysis of the model�
Observe that if in each part of the n�partite graph described above we compress
all D vertices into a single vertex� without eliminating any multiple occurrences
of edges� we obtain a multigraph on n vertices with m edges� We denote this
multigraph by G�

m �one can think of G�
m as the �constraint� multigraph�� Since

for instances generated according to Model E the m edges of the n�partite graph
are selected uniformly� independently and with repetitions� it is easy to see that
the same is true for the m edges of G�

m and hence G�
m is a random multigraph

�in the Gn�m model�� The following two facts will be very useful�

Fact �� If for an instance � of CSP� every connected component of G�
m has at

most one cycle then � has at least one solution�
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Fact � is well known for D � � �see �		� or �	��� where a proof is given in terms
of ��SAT� and having D � � only makes things easier for that proof� Moreover�

Fact 	� For any � � � if a random multigraph G is formed by selecting uni�
formly� independently and with repetitions � �� � ��n edges then� almost certainly�
all the components of G will contain at most one cycle�

Fact � is the analog of Theorem �e in �	�� when edges are selected with
repetitions� Facts � and �� imply�

Theorem
� If for a random instance � generated using Model E� we have
r � 	�� then� since C� has rn edges� � almost certainly has a solution�

In the next section we will derive a stronger lower bound for r which does
not rely on the underlying constraint graph having trivial structure� That lower
bound will follow by extending the analysis of Chao and Franco for random k�
SAT ��� to Model E with constraints of arbitrary arity k � �� We believe that
even stronger bounds can be derived by a more sophisticated analysis of this
model and we leave this as future work�

Theorem � allows us to conclude that the instances generated by Model E
avoid the trivial asymptotic insolubility that besets the instances generated by
the currently used models� In the sections to follow� we will also provide succes�
sively tighter conditions for asymptotic insolubility� When those are combined
with Theorem �� and Theorem � of the next section� a range is de�ned for the
ratio r� outside of which we have almost certain solvability or almost certain
insolubility� Therefore� it is conceivable that there exists a value r� within this
range� for which the passage from solvability to insolubility is abrupt and� thus�
displays a threshold�like behavior� This is strongly supported by Lemma 
 that
is also presented in the next section�

� Bounding the underconstrained region

In this section we show that for each k � �� where k is the arity of the con�
straints� there exists rk such that if m�n � rk then the instances generated
almost certainly have a solution� We do so� by considering a natural extension
of the Unit Clause heuristic for k�SAT of Chao and Franco ��� �UC for short�
and applying a result of Friedgut �	��� the

Let fk�n� r� denote the probability that a random CSP instance generated
according to Model E�n�m�D� k� has a solution �remember that r � m�n��
The following Lemma follows directly from the proof of the existence of a sharp
threshold in random k�SAT� for any k � �� given in �	���

Lemma�� For any k� there exists a function rk�n� such that for any � � 

lim
n��

fk�n� rk�n�� �� � 	 and lim
n��

fk�n� rk�n� � �� � �

Therefore� for all r �  and � � �

if lim inf
n��

fk�n� r� � � then lim
n��

fk�n� r� � 	�
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The proof of this lemma follows verbatim the proof given in �	��� This lemma�
permits us to prove that random CSP instances generated according to Model
E�n�m�D� k� almost certainly have a solution by proving the weaker statement
that they have a solution with probability � � � for some � independent of n�

We will now present UC ����� adapted to CSP instances� which attempts to
assign values to all variables� one at a time� using a simple heuristic rule� priority
is always given to satisfy constraints of arity 	� We will provide a condition on
r � m�n� under which the probability that UC �nds a solution to a random
CSP instance� is greater than some � � � independent of n� In what follows� C�

will denote the set of constraints of arity 	�
The algorithm is the following�

Algorithm� Unit Clause UC�
Input� An incompatibility hypergraph C

Output� A value assignment to all variables
�	 begin

�	 t � �
�	 while t � n

�	 if jC�j � � then choose� at random� a constraint fljg from C� and
�	 assign to variable j a value l�j in Dj � fljg at random
�	 else choose� at random� a variable j not set yet
�	 and assign it a value l�j � Dj at random
�	 remove all the constraints that contain a value in Dj � fl�jg
�	 remove the value l�j from the constraints that contain it
��	 t� t� �
��	 end

��	 end

As long as jC�j � � the algorithm assigns� at each step� a value to a variable
such that no constraint is violated� Now� if jC�j �� � there is a possibility that
the attempt to satisfy a constraint from C� will produce at Step � an empty
constraint� that is a constraint which was previously of arity 	 and which is not
satis�ed by the chosen value assignment�

Chao and Franco analyzed the behavior of UC for k�SAT� as a function of
the clauses to variables ratio r� Following their analysis� it is straightforward to
see that the following holds�

Theorem�� For random CSP instances generated according to Model E with
constraints of arity k � � and domains of size D� if r is such that for all x � �� 	��
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then UC �nds a solution with probability greater than �� for some � � ��r� �
� For k � � this condition amounts to r � D
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The intuition behind the proof of this theorem� as in the proof given for
UC in ���� is as follows� after the algorithm has successfully assigned values to

	



the �rst t variables� there are Si�t� constraints of arity i that are uniformly
distributed among all possible constraints of length i on the unset variables�
Moreover� as long as the expected number of constraints of arity 	 generated
per step remains below 	� such constraints do not �accumulate� �analogously
to a queue in a stable server�� As a result� the probability that in any given
step there will appear two constraints with arity 	 requiring a variable to admit
di�erent values is very small �recall that this is the only scenario under which
the algorithm fails�� The condition presented in Theorem � amounts precisely to
preserving the aforementioned expectation below 	 throughout the execution of
the algorithm�

Theorem � establishes� for any constraint arity k � �� a region where random
CSP instances generated according to Model E have� almost certainly� a solution�
In the next section we will complement our study of Model E by establishing a
region where the instances have� almost certainly� no solution�

� Bounding the overconstrained region� the �rst moment

method

Let � be a random CSP with n variables� generated in any of the ways de�ned
so far� By An we denote the set of all value assignments for � and by Sn we
denote the random set of solutions of � � We are interested in establishing a
condition subject to which the probability that � has a solution goes to  as
n � �� Such a condition is readily provided by the �rst moment method �for
excellent expositions see ��� and ������ That is� by �rst noting that

E�jSnj� �
X
�

�Pr�� � � jSn���j� �	�

and then noting that

Pr�� has a solution� �
X
�

�Pr�� � � I�� � ���

where for an instantiation of the random variable � the indicator variable I� is
de�ned as

I� �

�
	 if � has a solution�
 otherwise�

Hence� from �	� and ��� we get

Pr�� has a solution� � E�jSnj�� ���

Calculating E�jSnj� is much easier than calculating Pr�� has a solution�� As
an illustration we apply the �rst moment method to the model we suggest� with
m � rn� There are Dn possible value assignments and each one of the
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possible incompatible pairs has a probability of 	�D� to appear in a random
value assignment� Since� we have m constraints�

Pr�� has a solution� � E�jSnj� � Dn

�
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Hence� if r � ln�	�D�� ln�	� 	�D�� 	 D� lnD then D�	� �
D� �

r � 	 and the
probability that � has a solution drops exponentially with n� asymptotically
tending to �

� Bounding the overconstrained region� the method of

Local Maxima

The price paid for the simplicity of the �rst moment method is that instances
with a very large number of solutions� although they may occur with very small
probability� contribute substantially to E�jSnj�� Hence� by substituting jSn���j
for I� we might be �giving away� a lot� It is clear that if we could manage to
replace the set Sn��� by a smaller set� we would be deriving a quantity closer
to Pr�� has a solution� and hence a tighter bound�

The technique introduced in ����� when applied to random CSP instances�
takes advantage of the above observation and amounts to �compressing� Sn by
requiring value assignments not only to be solutions of � but to also satisfy
a certain �local maximality� condition� The underlying intuition is that for a
random solution of� � if we choose a variable at random and change its value� the
probability that we will end up with another valid solution is at least a constant
� � ��k� r� � � Consequently� solutions �when they exist� tend to appear in
large �clusters� and instead of counting all solutions in a cluster we need only
count a suitably de�ned representative one �locally maximum�� We feel that
this clustering is not speci�c to the model we put forward and that it is closely
related to the notion of in�uence introduced in ��	�� Hence� the technique could
potentially apply to other models for random CSP� This technique has already
been applied to random k�SAT ���� and random graph coloring ���� in each case
giving the best bounds currently known�

Before continuing� we would like to point out that in a previous version of our
paper ������ Section � contained an error in the analysis of Model B� Since the
correct analysis requires abandoning a number of simplifying assumptions and
the improvement obtained over the �rst moment method is rather negligible� we
have removed that section completely in the present paper�

De�nition � For each variable in � �x an arbitrary ordering of the values in
its domain� The set S�n is de�ned as the random set of value assignments A such
that�

	� A is a solution of � �written A j� ��� and
�� every value assignment obtained from A by changing the value of exactly

one variable to some greater value� is not a solution of � �

	�



For a value assignment A� A�X� v� will denote the value assignment obtained
by changing the value assigned to variable X by A to a value v that is greater
than the value assigned by A� The number of possible such changes for a value
assignment A will be denoted by sf�A��

Lemma��� Pr�� has a solution� � E�jS�nj��

Proof� It is enough to observe that if � has a solution then S�n is not empty�
The rest of the proof is identical to the proof of Equation ���� ut

Since Sn can be written as the sum of Dn indicator variables� one for each
possible value assignment A and nonzero i� A is a solution of � � we obtain the
following lemma�

Lemma��� E�jS�nj� � Pr�A � Sn�
P

A�An
Pr�A � S�n j A � Sn��


�� The method of Local Maxima for Model E

In this section we apply the method of Local Maxima to random CSP instances
generated using Model E� according to which we select uniformly a set ofm � rn
incompatibility edges�

Theorem��� For a randomly generated binary CSP instance �� let 
 � 	 �

e
� �r

D�
�� � If �	� �

D� �
r ���

D

��� � 	 then Pr�� has a solution� tends to � as n���

Proof� As we argued earlier� Pr�A � Sn� � �	 � �
D� �

m� Thus� we only need to
compute an upper bound of Pr�A � S�n j A � Sn�� Fix a value assignment A � Sn�
Since A � Sn� every pair of values appearing in A is not adjacent �incompatible�
in C� Consequently� conditioning on A � Sn implies that the set of edges that
might appear in � has cardinality D�
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� Now consider

changing the value of variable X to a new value v greater than the value of X in
A� The event A�X� v� �� Sn occurs i� among the m edges in C� there is an edge
connecting v with some other value in A�X� v�� Hence�

Pr�A�X� v� �� Sn j A � Sn� � 	�

�
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n� 	

�D� � 	�
�
n
�
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�D� � 	�n

�rn
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D�
�� �O�	�n��

The events A�Xi� vj� �� Sn� for each Xi� vj are not independent� On the other
hand� as we saw above� the set of constraint edges associated with each such event
is disjoint with all other such sets� Intuitively� any such event A�Xi� vj� �j� �
�exposes� only edges that can be of no harm to any other such event� Moreover�
it exposes that at least one of the m edges was �used� to cause A�Xi� vj� �j� � �

	�



Hence� the events A�Xi� vj� �j� � are in fact negatively correlated� Formally�
this follows from the main Theorem in ���� by setting �i� V � f	� � � � �mg� the
set of selected constraints� �ii� I � f�i� j�jfor each A�Xi� vj�g� the index set of
cardinality sf�A�� �iii� Xv � �i� j� i� the vth selected constraint is not violated
by A� but it is violated by A�Xi� vj�� and �iv� for each i� Fi is the �increasing�
collection of nonempty subsets of V � As a result we have�

Pr�A � S�n j A � Sn� �
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If for each value assignment A we let ki denote the number of variables
assigned the i�th smallest value in their domain then� by Lemmas 	 and 		� we
get�

Pr�� has a solution�
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Note� that the condition given by the theorem is more relaxed than the
condition

�
	� �

D�

�r
D � 	� derived earlier by the �rst moment method� since

���D

��� �
PD��

j�� �	� e
� �r

D�
�� �j � D� For example� when D � � the �rst moment

method gives r � ���� while Theorem 	� gives r � ���	�
When the arity of the constraints is k � �� the following can be proved by

extending in a straightforward manner the arguments given above�

Theorem��� For a randomly generated k�ary CSP instance � according to

Model E� if �	� �
Dk �

r ���
D

��� � 	� where 
 � 	�e
� kr

Dk�� � then Pr�� has a solution�
tends to � as n���

� Conclusion

In this paper we attempted a �rst critical study of the asymptotic properties of
some of the most commonly used models for generating random CSP instances�
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The main conclusion is that the currently used models are not suitable for the
study of phase transition and threshold phenomena because the instances they
generate asymptotically have no solutions almost certainly� In particular� Model
A generates almost certainly unsatis�able instances for every p� �� � while
Model B generates almost certainly unsatis�able instances for every p� � 	�D
�analogously for the other two models��

We showed that one source of this asymptotic insolubility is the appearance
of ��awed� values� i�e�� values which are incompatible with all the values of
some other variable� As reported in ����� a number of experimental studies have
avoided this pitfall but many others did not�

We believe that the main point of our work lies in demonstrating the need for
de�ning and analyzing generation models for random CSP which avoid trivial
inconsistencies� In particular� our results suggest that in the traditional CSP
models� the set of forbidden pairs of values in each constraint should possess some
structure and not be completely random �at least for most of the �constraint
tightness� range��

As a �rst step in de�ning new random CSP models� we proposed an alter�
native model for generating random CSP instances� called Model E� This model
resembles the model used for generating random boolean formulas for the satis�
�ability problem and the constraints it generates are similar to the �nogoods�
proposed by Williams and Hogg ������� We showed that this model does not
su�er from the de�ciencies underlying the other popular models and it may in�
deed display an asymptotic threshold�like behavior� as we exhibited a range of
its de�ning parameter �constraints to variables ratio� for which the generated
instances have almost certainly a solution� as well as a di�erent range for which
they almost certainly have no solution� As we showed� this kind of behavior is
not always possible for the currently used models�

Moreover� we provided the Local Maxima method� which is an extension of
the method used in ���� for the satis�ability problem� whereby it is possible to
obtain a better bound for the overconstrained region than the bound obtained
through the application of the �rst moment method�
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